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PARIS – Father Jean-Marc Fournier is no stranger to fires – or danger. Four years ago the chaplain to the Paris
Fire Brigade tended to wounds and helped evacuate victims from an extremist ...The Notre-Dame Cathedral in
Paris caught fire on Monday, causing major damage to the centuries-old building. Early Tuesday morning the
fire was contained, police officials in Paris said, according ...The risk of fire was well known. There was a
firefighter on site; the cathedrals's "fire monitors" checked the attic thrice daily, and the Paris Fire Brigade
drilled regularly to prepare for fire at Notre Dame, including two on-site training exercises in 2018.PARIS —
Notre-Dame cathedral, the symbol of the beauty and history of Paris, was scarred by an extensive fire on
Monday evening that caused its delicate spire to collapse, bruised the Parisian ...The iconic spire at the top of
the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris collapsed after a major fire broke out Monday evening. Video showed part of
the roof of the cathedral collapsing onto itself. The ..."The entire fire is out. We've now entered the expertise
phase," said Gabriel Plus, the spokesman for the Paris fire brigade, adding that the "violent fire" had "spread
very quickly over the ...The deputy mayor of Paris says Notre Dame Cathedral has suffered "colossal damages"
from a fire that started in the spire and caused it to collapse.Update, Paris, 11 p.m. — Notre-Dame's main
structure has been "saved and preserved," according to a Paris fire official. "We can consider that the two towers
of the north belfry Notre-Dame have ...A massive blaze at Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris devastated large parts
of the 850-year-old church. The fire is now out, but the cathedral's iconic spire fell during the hours it took to
battle ...Media in category "2019 Notre-Dame de Paris fire" The following 84 files are in this category, out of 84
total. 20190415 11 La foule Pont de la Tournelle Wiki.jpg 5,472 × 3,540; 2.46 MB. Play media. - Paris Fire

